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THE AMUR TIGER IN THE USSR

1

!{ithin the geographical range
and its many (up to 10) forms

IN TRODUCT TON

of the tig er Panthera tj.glis
(PanÈherathe Amur subspecies

t;þr i s altaica Temm, 1884) is of particular interest. The
animals inhabiting Èhe Amur basin and the contiguous coast of
the sea of Japan are very bis (most probabry maximum size)
with long and very thick winter fur which is rerativery light
in colour. The range of the Amur tiger !vas semi-isorated in
the past and is entirery isotated norrri it is the most
norÈhern form of the species and has adapted to very specific
conditions of life.

rn eastern and (even more so) centrar and western siberia
tigers do not live and have never lived except spasmodicalry;
they futly inhabit only the area of broad-leaved and mixed
broad-leaved/coníferous forests in the Far East - an area on
the same latitude as France and Italy.

Not ress than one-third of the natural range of the Amur
tiger is in the ussR. Russian and soviet zoologists have for
a long time paid particular attention to the study of this
remarkable animal. rt 1^'as in the soviet Far East that the
pioneer "bloodless, research on Èhe tiger in the wird was
carried out (Kaplanov, 1948). Ecological data received in
Priamurje and Primorje and other parts of the range are
unique - being based as a rule on winter tracking. Here and
onry here is it possible to record in the snow the posture
and movements of tigers.

During the t9th - 20th century the Amur tiger population
fluctuated' sometimes sharpry, but for the most part
unevenly. rn this centufy, postwar measures for the
conservation of the species in the soviet Far East have
achieved rapid resurts. rn the process varuabre experience
has been accumulated. The tíger in the ussR is protected in
alr areas ' but of pr imary importance are the Far East
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reserves, especially the biggest ones - S ikhote-Alin and
Lazovski situated in Èhe central and southern parts of
Sikhote-A1in. Though today there are no grounds for
regarding the Amur tiger as beinS directly endangered, its
future prospects are causing concern. During recent years
research on the tiger I s ecology and conservation has been
vigorously pursued in our country and this paper should be
considered as the first step towards the publicizing of
accumulated data. The authors have mainly relied on Èheir
lengthy investigations in Sikhote-Alin (L964-77) and Lazovski
(L97 3-77) reserves.
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Ill-ustration I: Amur tiger (Panthera tigris altaica).
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2

CHANGES IN RANGE
SINCE THE

AND POPULATTON
MTDDLE OF THE

OF THE AMUR TIGER
19TH CENTURY

I Na tu r a1 r ançte

The first detailed information on the distribution of Èhe
tiger in Prímorje and Prianurje dates back to the niddle of
the last century. At that t ime the animals inhabited the
whole region both in the mountains and on the plain as far
norÈh as about 50'N. Precision as to the timits of northern
penetration is rather difficult, both for the past and the
present, because the northern boundary of the range is
bordered by terrain where the tigers appear periodically
(Heptner and Sludskir L972). It is evident that the analysis
of the factors determining the distribution of the species,
and the evaluation of conservation perspectives, must be
based upon correct understanding of the limits of the areas
permanently inhabited by the animals. The reports of
zoologists and travellers of the Iast century are approached
from this point of view.

Even R.K. Maak (1859) stated definitely that the Èigers which
occasionally appeared near the Argun r iver and areas of
Transbaikalje "should be considered accidental ones" coming
from next-door Manchuria. On the Amur river the animals
occurred most often on the line be'Èween the western foothills
of the MaIi Hingan and the plain further down from the Ussuri
mouth. G.I. Radde, L862r who did more detailed research on
the fauna of the central region of the Amur river came to
sinilar conclusions. All reliable indicatÍons confirmed for
Radde the presence of tigers gravitating towards Mali
Hingan. He emphasized Èhat tigers do not live permanently,
but appear only periodically on the plains Èo the west of the
above-mentioned mountains. Accordingly the border of the
range v¡as marked "beständig" (constant) on the map? it
approached the Amur river only somewhat, to the norÈh of the
mouth of the Bureya river. These data are well-grounded
despite a later tendency to push the north-eastern projection
of Èhe former range of the Amur tiger to the upper stream of
the Amur r iver, Bolshoi Hingan and Argun (Abramov , L9'1 0,
Heptner and Sludski, L972). According to Radde and Maak, the
natural western linit of the distribution of the settled
tiger populatíon on the left bank of the Amur river is
L29' -130'8.
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Along the right bank of the Amur river and the spurs of the
MaIi Hingan on the Chinese side, the tigers probably went as
far west as L27'-I28"8. No animals inhabited Bolshoi Hingan
permanently. According to N.A. Baikovrs data (L925),
acquired in the f irst decades of the 20th century, only
solitary tigers penetrated through the upper reaches of the
Humaerha river into the eastern part of Bolshoi Hingan where
they occurred sometines in the area of the sources of the
Nonni river.

Maak (I8 59) was inclined to consider the mouth of the Gorin
r iver ( 138' E ) to be the north-eastern boundary of the
disÈribution of the tiger in the Amur va11ey. L. Schrenk
(1859) atso noted that the tigers r^¡ere more uncommon in the
middle stream than in the lower stream of the Amur river, buÈ
concluded ( from data obtained from questionnaires) that they
inhabit the territory up to the Yaj river and Lake Kizi
throughout the year (about 140'E) . The area of periodical
penetrations of the tigers' according to L. Schrenk, extended
even to the north of the Amur mouth. The area inhabited by
the animals Èo the east of the boundary pointed out by R.K.
Maak !ìras not conf irmed by other investigations. N.M.
Przhevalski (I870) spoke only of the penetrations of separate
specimens "further than the mouth of the Gorin r iver". Later
Arsenjev, whose data are tabulated by S.I. Ognev (1935) 

'considered the middle stream of the Gur r ive r t lowing
somewhat to the south of the Gorin r iver to be the
north-eastern boundary of the distr ibution of the tiger on
the right bank of the Amur river. AIl these daÈa and also
the fact thaÈ the Gur-Gorin area is an important
biogeographical boundary ( it marks the penetration to the
north of conifer/broad-leaved forests of the "Manchurian"
type) speak in favour of Maak I s conclusion. Probably the
most northern point of Èhe tiger I s main habitat in the Amur
basin was on the Gorin river (51'N). As regards penetration
by individual specimens they $¡ere similar here to those in
the upper Amur - relatively frequent and far-reaching. Rare
occurrences of the animals around the basin of the Yaj river
happen even nowadays (Schtilmarkr I973).

On the left bank of the Amur r iver beÈween Èhe Gor in and
Bureya r iver the northern boundary of the restored tiger
range probably took the shape of a sharp arc curving to the
south and embracing the last coni fer/broad-Ieaved forests on
the Kur, Urmi and Arhara rivers. The boundary curved almost
symmetrically to the south on the right bank of the Amur
river, in Sikhote-Alin. V.K. Arsenjev (1957)t in recounting
his travels of 1908-10, noted that there \^¡ere then no tigers
whatsoever in the area of the main Sikhote-Alin watershed
below the latitude of the Anyuy and Gur r ivers. It is
evident that this deflection of the boundary reached in the
south the basin of the Bikin river (approximately 46'N) as it
does today (Kucherenko, J-974)- . Along the seashore the
northern boundary of the area permanently inhabíted by the
tiger moved again somewhat to the north, but not so far as in
the Amur vaIley. IÈ probably reached the seashore near the
Samarga ríver (47-47 '30'N). There are exact data (Arsenjev,
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Lg4g) regarding tigers in the basin of the Samarga river, but
it is nov, difficult to say if they lived there permanently.
Judging by their distribution in Sikhote-AIin today, and also
by the general biogeographical interrelations, the previous
northern boundary of permanent Èiger terrain reached probably
to about 46'30 ' (the coastal region of the Sobolevka and
Svetlaya r iver s) .

From here and up to the southern 1 imit of the Korean
peninsula the range reached everywhere to the shores of the
Sea of Japan. In the epoch preceding Èhe intensive economic
development of northern China the Amur tiger in aIl
probability inhabited the mountains of Liaotung peninsula
that are a direct continuation of the East Manchurian
mountains. The flora of LiaoÈung peninsula still have a

conspicuous "Manchurian" character (Kazakova, L964). But
aninals disappeared from this area a long time ago.

N.A. Baikov (1914) laid special emphasis on the fact thaÈ
there \^¡ere no t igers in "Mukden province" (Manchur ia) ¡ the
south-western boundary of the natural distribution of the
Amur tiger r,¡as most probably connected with the grassland and
grassland-steppe spaces in the lower stream of the Liao ho
river. From here along the foothills of the htooded East
Manchurian mountains, the boundary of the range went to the
north and north-east, crossed the Sungari r iver near the
southern border of Mali Hingan and, bordering this mountain
mass, continued north-h'est (Baikov, L925). OnIy inclividuals'
as mentioned above, visited the upper Nonni. The existence
in the past of settled groupings of aninals in the
north-western part of Mati Hingan in China (49'-5I'N) is
doubtful because conifer/broad-leaved forests inhabited by
the Amur tigers are concentrated in the south-east of the
mountain mass, near the valley of the Sungari river. The
north-western boundary of the distribution of the Korean
cedar (Pinus koraiensis) which is the typical representative
of the Manchurian floristic comPlex nay serve in this respecÈ
as a clear indicator.

These are, according to existing data, the natural
of the Anur tiger range (Figur e 2). The territory
by the Amur tiger in the USSR extended for about 1000
north to souÈh, and 600-700 km (at most) from west to

2. Reduction in ranse and population durinq the second

contours
occupied
km from

easÈ.

half of the I 9th and first half of Èhe 20th centur ies

As regards the former number of tigers it is Possible to make
only suppositions. However, it vJas obviously much higher
than now because at the turn of the century the annual ki11
amounted to 120-150 animals (Silantjev, 1898). The rapid
growth of the population and the economic development of Èhe
area in the second half of the Iast century stimulated the
tiger hunt. The change probably took place in the 1870s and
I880s as only a short tine earlier ( f861) Maak had noted that

7



tigers were seldom taken' It Idas only in cases of
that hunters from the locaI tribes shot the mighty
they did not even Iike to speak of the tiger'

eme rg ency
predator i

Within the lirnits of the natural (restored) range the tigers
IivedeverywhereincludingthelowlandsofthehollowofLake
KhankaandthevalleysoftheUssuririver.IndeedMaak
(f86I)stressedthatthesedamplowgroundsvteretheanimals'
main habitat. Some tiger tiifs o" islands in the Ussuri

riverr¡rerelaÈernotedbyN.M.Prz]nevalski(I870)whostated
that tigers vtere more common in southern Parts of the

Ussurijski region than in northern parts' The same

conclusionprobabtyholdsgoodforthecontiguouSPortionsof
Ch ina .

Human impact can hardly have been the chief cause of the

largenumberoftigersgraVitatingtowardstheChangbaishan
plateau bordering rãrea (Baikov' Lg25l ' At the beginning of
Èhe20t'hcenturytigersseldonreachedtheleftbankofthe
Sungar i r iver, He ilongj iang province ' though soliÈary
individualsoccurreduPtotheAmurriver(Baikov,1914).
Possiblyapeculiar"nucleus"oftheAmurtigerrangewas
Iocatedinthesouthernandcentralsectionoftheterritory
enclosed within the above boundaries'

BythebeginningofÈhiscenturythestructureofthetiger
range underwent considerablã changes. Agricultural
development of Pr iamur j e and Pr imorj e brought about sharp

disturbancesinthehabitatoftheanimalsontheplains
wherehumandensityv¡ashighest.IntheLg2osthetigerwas
forced out from the "u"1 "rn and souÈhern parts of the

Prihankajskiplains,alsofromtheenvironsoftheciÈiesof
Ussurijsk and Vladivostok (Baikov ' l-g25) ' It is obvious that
theSamehappenedtotheanimalsinhabitingtheUssurivalley
along which a railroad ldas built'

Thesechangesviolatedtheintegrityoftherangebringing
aboutfulloralmostfullisolationoftheSikhote-AIin
territoryinhabitedbythetigerfromtheMaliHínganand
Changbaishan-Liaoningcentres.ThefollowingÈwodecadessa\d
the PoPulation and range of the Amur tiger reduced ' It was

huntedbyallPossiblemethodsandspecialteamsundertook
thecaptureofti."cubs'IntheIg30sandlg40sthenumber
oftigercubstakenexceededÈhenumberoftigerskilled
(KapIanov, I949). Damage done to the Population each year

v'asundoubtedlygreaterÈhanitcouldsustain.Atthesame
tirne the resulLs of the practice can.be seen in Èhe enormous

number of Amur tigers now in zoos (seif ert' Mülrerr r976).

Althoughthegeneraloutlineoftherangehadnotchanged
muchbythelg40s(theanimalsoccurredstillinMaliHinganl
andontherightbankoftheAmurreached4g.N)theareahad
beenreducedandsplituP'Thetiger'sdistributionnol¡t
consisted of several isotãtea foci of different size. At

thattimethefirstaÈtenpt$raSmadetoestimatethetotal
tiger population in the Soviet Far East (Kaplanovr 1948) '
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The result, 20-30 individuals' testified to the fact ÈhaÈ the
Amur tiger in Sikhote-Alin was under threat because it was
noÌir totalty (or almost totally) i solated f rom Èhe Manchur ían
population. The animals had disappeared from many of the
oldest "tiger" areas, such as the basins of the Bikin and Hor
rivers. In the south of the area the Èiger persisted in only
three previous centres whose size did not exceed 50-70 kn in
diameter (Yudakov, Nikolâêvr 1973). The biggest and most
stable centre rdas preserved'on the main western slope of
central Sikhote-Alin; it became parÈ of the Sikhote-AIin
State reserve set up in 1936.

3. The growth in tiger numbers since the 1940s

The setting up of the nature reserve and the ecological
research initíated there (KapIanov' 1948) marked a turning
poinÈ in the fortunes of the Amur tiger. For the first time
a qrell-grounded caIl for the conservation of the animal had
been voiced. This viewpoint $¡as not immediately shared by
everyone. The tiger hunt was reduced to some extent because
of the \^rar, but not ti11 L947 was there an of f icial ban on
tiger shooting. The capture of tiger cubs continued ( it
stilI does to a greater or lesser extent) but since 1956 iÈ
has been under strict control and requires a special permit.

The beneficial effect of Èhese conservation measures $tas
demonstrated by the tiger count in I959. It showed a

considerable growth in numbers since the time of Kaplanov's
research (1948). About 60 animals were counted in Prirnorje
with 90-I00 estimated for the whole of the Soviet Far East
(Abramov, 1962) . Unevenness in the distr ibution of the
tígers hacl decreased ¡ às had the isolation of separate
populaÈion centres. In Sikhote-AIin part of the range that
was common to different populations rdas restored. The number
of Amur tigers in North-East Chína at the end of the I950s
amounted to 200-250 animals ( SIudski, L9661 ', thus about
one-third of the total Population of this subspecies
inhabited the Soviet Far East.

Ten years later, in I969-7O, the tiger count in Primorje was
repeated, but this tine the research !úas more detailed
(Yudakov, Nikolaev, L973) . ft showed that after I960 the
population gre$r faster than previously. By I970 the number
of tigers in Primorje was at least I30' with the total for
the whole of the Soviet Far East amounting to about 150.
Vühen in doubt the researchers "erred" on the side of caution,
so the figures obtained are a minimum. AvailabIe data
suggest that these figures also reflect the present-day
population. The conservation of the Amur Èiger in
Sikhote-AIin would thus seem to have been effectivei the
animal's exist.ence is no Ionger threatened at least not in
the immediate future. The inportance of this becomes clear
if we take into account that in North-East China and Nort,h
Korea there !üere by the early 1970s some few dozen tigers
left (SIudski' 1973).
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4. The present struc ture of the ranse

At present tigers in the niddle and southern par t of
Sikhote-AIin are distributed almost everywherer though not
quite uniformly. To judge by the map reflecting the results
of the count (Yudakov' Nikolaev, L9731, the chief population
density is on the eastern slopes of the mountain country,
laÈitude 43'-44'Nr and on both sides of the main watershed
between 45" - 46'N. These two focal points are divided by a
relativety narrow strip. Here tigers occur only
sporadicatly ¡ nevertheless the integr ity of the Sikhote-Alin
population is maintained - as was confirmed by our
reconnaissance counts in January-February L977 which showed
that on the eastern slopes of southern Sikhote-AIin (where
the Lazovski reserve is situated) the tiger population
underwenÈ no radical changes in the years 1970-77.

Two smaIl areas inhabited by tigers remain isolated in the
spurs of the East Manchurian mountains - in Èhe frontier area
to the south-west of Lake Khanka and to the west of Amur
Bay. These two areas are close to the other main part of the
range in the adjacent territories of China and Korea. Here
tigers often cross the State frontier, but penetration into
Sikhote-AIin is hardly possible because of Iand development
along the railroad. Furthermore the railroad now crosses the
recently re-opened "corridor" connecting the East Manchurian
and Sikhote-Alin populations, so making contact between these
populations almost impossible.

The locaI u islands" inhabiÈed by tigers in the frontier area
are not independent and are vulnerable. To maintain stable
populations here reguires international cooperation.
Unilateral measures do not bring results; this was shown by
the changes that took place on the Ieft bank of the Amur
river, in MaIi Hingan. In 1958-62 tiger tracks were to be
found here, but a decade later these had become very rare
(Kucherenko, L970). The sharp reduction in the number of
tigers in this area of Priamurje coincided with the growth of
Sikhote-AIin populations - the dynamics of the various grouPs
be ing d ifferent.

In evaluating changes broughÈ about by the activity of man in
the distribution and number of the Amur tiger, one must
sÈress that its range within the USSR has not been reduced by
more than one-third (Figure 2) t throughout the continent, on
the other hand, it is estimated that the tiger has quit about
60t of the terriÈory it formerly occupied (Sludski, I973) .
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DYNAMICS OF THE TIGER POPULATION
PRIMORJE RESERVES

IN THE

Because the population covers vast regions vre have only very
approximate data as to its size. Long-Èerm observations on
the Iimited protected areas enable us Lo make a more detailed
analysis and may serve as a sensitive indicator of general
Èendenc ies. From these data we can evaluate the degree of
stability of the local tiger groupings and the possibility of
their restoration on forrner territories which are noï¡ outside
their range.

t. Fr equency of tracks

The most signifícant data refer to the t,wo biggest tiger
nature reserves in the Far East - Sikhote-Alin (347 

' 000 ha)
and Lazovski (II6r000 ha) reserves. The former is in
mountain country, partly on Èhe western slope but chiefly on
the eastern seaside slope. Access to the seashore means the
impact of man is stronger here than in the depths of
Sikhote-Alin. At the beginning of the century tigers in the
area of Ternei Bay h¡ere numerous, but by the early 1940s they
had practically disappeared (Kaptanov, L948) .

Sikhote-Alin reserve !{as set up in I936 and included a bigger
part of the "t iger centre" in the basins of the large
tribuÈaries of the Ussuri river on the western slope. With
the establishment of Èhe conservation regime the animals
began to penetrate through the mountain passes of Èhe main
watershed. As far back as I94O-42 they r{ere living here
permanently. But in the course of the next 20 years the
population remained thin. The number did not increase.

Data on the frequency of tiger tracks since I96I-62 have been
recorded every year by the staff of the Sikhote-Alin and
Lazovski reserves and are presenÈed in Table I. The number
of observaÈions per year depends not only on the number of
animals but also on the nurnber of human visits to the
reserves, the durability of the snow cover ' etc. Thus slight
differences may not be connected with population changes¡
only big fluctuations are reliable.
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In Lg62r âS in several previous years, about 10 tiger tracks
were recorded in Sikhote-AIin reserve. This figure
corresponds to the "observed" population level for the whole
of the postvJar period. During I963-65, however, only single
occurrences were recorded and these were of a transitory
character i the animals no longer Iived in the reserve
permanently. The reasons for this have not been clarified,
but. the caPture of tiger cubs on territory adjacent to the
reserve in the Preceding years Ì{as certainly a factor. It
became necessary to introduce more strict conservation
measures, in particular a temporary ban on the caPture of
cubs (Matjushkin' 1966).

By 1966 the number of tigers had already increased, but by
i-g67 the "index" was seven ti¡nes the I966 figure. It $¡as

clear that tigers again populated the reservê r their tracks
showing the direction of their movement (Gromov, Matjuschkin,
Lg74). WhíIe almost all the occurrences in 1966 took place
in the southern seaside area, the 1967 tracks I^rere recorded
throughout the reserve. This time, in contrast to Èhe I940s 'the animals did not come to the coastal portion of the
reserve from the vÍest, büt from the south, from the areas
that had been lived in and were economically more developed
so confirming the already-noted increase of tigers in the
south of Primorje.

According to data obtained by A.G. Yudakov and I.G. Nikolaev
(1973) tigers occurred very seldom between 1910 and 1945 on
the seavtard slope of the mountain country to the souÈh of the
reserve. Their increase there began afÈer 1960 and
accelerated in 1964-65 when tigers appeared even in places
where they had not been seen since the end of the last
century. The second "settling" of the reserve was L-2 years
later. It is clear that under favourable conditions tigers
can quickly settle free territoriesr passing over to nevr

areas and settling there. The difference between the routes
used to Penetrate the reserves in the 1940s and in the second
half of the 1960s reflects Èhe reorganization of the range
and consequent changes in the position of population centres.

The Èigers now in the main southern nature reserve - Lazovski
reserve were introduced in a somewhat different $¡ay. From
1936 to L947 on the territory where the reserve vras set up
there rdere no tigers at aIl though they had been common
there aÈ the turn of the century. The settling of Lazovski
reserve occurred in three sÈages and I{as completed by 1970
when distribution and population became stable (Zhivotchenko'
Ig77l. From Lg47 to 1957 only periodical penetrations of
tigers into the north-eastern part of the reserve vtere
observed. In Lg58-62 they were seen more often and in a

Iarger area, but they did not penetrate deep into the
Èerritory. fn 1963-70 they settled throughout the reserve
including its remoÈe parts. The changes here occurred more
sÈeadily than in Sikhote-AIin reserve - see Table I. In the
two nature reserves separated from each other by about 300 km

the fluctuations in number I¡tere not in harmony. During the
great decline of 1963-65 in Sikhote-Alin reserve there was a

steady increase of tigers in Lazovski reserve.
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2. Methods of_counting_in tþe_reserves

Since I971 in Sikhote-Alin reserve' and since L974 in
Lazovski reserve, special tiger counts based on snow tracks
have been made annually. A common method of paralle1
transects employs the principle suggested by L.G. Kaplanov
(I948): simultaneous passage of the routes along the main
river valleysr the meeting places, the direction and size of
each trac k r and the depth and staÈe of the snol^r. The count
is based on scrupulous analysis of the tracks of the animals
of different sex and age in the context of all oÈher relevant
variables (Matjushkin, Yudakov' L9741.

For Èhe most inportant parameter - the breadth of the hind
pads - vrre f ollowed the method of K.G. Abramov (I96I) .
Ivleasuremenls for each individual are rePeated several tines
on different imprints. In order to find the scrapes and the
resting places and to define more precisely the direction of
the animal a track is studied by the researchers for a
distance of several hundred ¡netres.

The drawing of a network of transects provides for a uniform
and thorough Èerr itory survey, each Èransect being
coordinated with the two neighbouring ones. The transects
along the river valleys often link up through the mountain
passes, but along the seashore the record-keepers move mainly
on the slopes and ridges of the hi11s. In Sikhote-Alin
reserve the work is carried out by L2-L4 census groups, in
Lazovski reserve by 15-16 groups. Each group covers 20-50 km
over a period of 2-3 days.

In the smaller and more accessible Lazovski reserve the
routes lie not only within the protected area, but also along
its boundariesr so enabling us to check all of the tigers'
"enÈries" and "exits". How many tigers inhabit this
reserve? The guestion cannot be answered in lhis form
because we are speaking of very mobile animals ranging over a
large terr itory. The question must be sptiÈ into three parts.

1) How many tigers may be on the territory of the
reserve simultaneously?

2)

3)

How
the

many tigers penetrate into the territory of
reserve at present?

How many
pr o tec ted

tiger s live pr imar ily wi thin the
terr itory?

Strictly speaking an annual count made by the agreed nethod
may answer only the first question. It is a "snapshot" of
the distribution of tigers. To answer the second and the
very important Èhird guestion, the regular observations of
the forest control service and of alI the researchers, the
special long-term tracking work of the zoologists and
repeated counts (for example at the beginning and end of
winter ) are used.
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3. Results of the counts? d ensity of the population

Details of counts made in Sikhote-Alin reserve in the winter
of L97L-7 2 may help to illustrate the method - and the
difficulties. In the first half of that winter, I3-I7
Decemberr the minimum number of tigers recorded on the routes
h¡as 6 t but the tracks courd have beronged t.o 8 individuars.
The spring count made from 30 March to r April showed that
there $rere 6-7 tigers in the reserve.

But some individuals, noving within the space cut by the
routes' might have been omitted. Also other tigers may come
to Èhe territory at another time. Adult males - easily
identified by the size of their tracks - are a case in
point. The Decernber counÈ revealed one, in March there !vere
2, but in the first half of December, even before the count
began, 3 adult mares had been found in differenÈ parts of the
reserve.

fn November I970,
tiger with 2 cubs
these animals.

on the fajezhnaya river, tracks of a female
were noticed. The counts failed to record

It is clear that the total number of Èigers appearing
periodically in the reserve exceeds the minimurn result of the
count and amounts to at least 10. As regards the individuals
living nainly in the terr itory of Èhe reserve ( i. e. those
animars whose home ranges - more than harf of the area - are
within the protected territory) r these number probably onry 4
or 5, and certainry noÈ more than 6. A group of this size,
though scarcely independent, is important as a 'gravitationcentrett.

rt can hardly be hoped thaÈ the number of tigers within the
reserve will grow. rts present revel is probabry a maxinum
for the coni fer /broad-leaved forests of central
sikhote-A1in. rt is noteworthy that the nurnber of tigers
recorded during the counts has stabilized in the course of
the last 5 years. on 25-29 January L977 the minimum number
of tigers counted by researchers on the routes amounted again
Èo 6 or 7.

From these data (and taking into account the home ranges
the animals with regard to the reserve boundar ies)

of
t,h e

density of the tiger population is equivalent to 0.I3
individuals per I00 km2. Th is corresponds to the

- 0.32
number

suggested by S.P. Kutcherenko (1973) for the ',optimumbiotopes" . But the t igers inhabit s ikhote-Alin reserve
unevenry because about one-third of the terr itory has Èypes
of vegetation which the animals virtuarry do not use. After
making appropr iate corrections, a higher density shourd be
accepted - about 0. 3 0.4 individuals per r00 kn2. These
last figures in alt probability reflect the natural lever
near the northern limits of the tiger's range.

Lazovsky reserve is
Sikhote-AIin reserve.

approximately one-third
Results of the counts

the
made

size of
in three
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successive winters, starting in L974-75, are similar
although different individuals were recorded - but their
distribution had changed considerably. The minimum number of
animals recorded each season was not less than 7, but
observations made during Èhe whole winter plus special
tracking enable us to increase this figure to I0. The toÈal
number of t igers visiting the reserve is about twice Èhat
L8-23 in the winter of L975-76. Individuals are not limited
by the boundaries of the reserves from time to time they
leave, but return with consistent regular ity. Because the
area of Lazovsky reserve is sma11, it is ¡nore difficult to
determine the number of Èi9ers closely connected with Èhis
protected Èerritory. But even for those animals which Ieave
it for a long time, it is very importanÈ that at Ieast a part
of their home range is in Èhe nature reserve because the
further they are from its boundaries the lower Èhe density of
wild ungulates.

The density of the tiger poPulation in Lazovsky reserve is
equivalent to 0.6 - 0.9 individuals per 100 km2. DeÈaiIed
research shows that in Èhe coastal par t of the reserve
where the animals were distinggished indiyìJua11y - this
number may r ise to 1 individuai per 100 km2. Ei ther rr¡ay

the density of the poPuIaÈion here is 2-3 times higher than
in Sikhote-Alin reserve.

On the territory surrounding the reserve the Èigers graviÈate
towards its boundaries. At the same Èime, h'iUh regard to the
whole southern half of the Pr imorski area, the region of
Lazovski reserve does not stand out as an isolated tiger
habitat. Nor should it become soi there are sufficient
tigers in the adjoining area. And there has been no sign of
decline in their numbers in the peri.od L970-77.
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Illustration 3 Mountain ranges covered with conifer and
tiger habitat in the north of Primorje.
February L968.

broad-leaf forest
Sikhote-Al-in reserve,
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4

TIGER HABITAT

1. Peculiarities of Èhe tiqer in winter i the snow cover

The ecology of the Amur tiger over the larger part of its
range is very peculiar. First of all, winters are very
severe. From November to ¡4arch clear frosty weather is the
norm in Primorje. On Èhe western slopes of Sikhote-Alin' in
the Ussuri and Amur vaIIêYSr the temperature is -20" for long
per iods i and every year it drops aÈ times to -35' or -40'C.
It is much warme r on the coast. For instance, in OIga Bay
the average temperature in January is 10' higher than on the
banks of Lake Khanka (Vitvitski, 1969) .

The severity of winter is intens ified by the sÈrong ' often
stormy, north-western winds. However Èhe Sikhote-Alin
winters do have an abundance of sun. In JanudtY, February
and March it shines for more than 70t of the daylight hours.

The depth of the snow varies from none at all Èo about one
metre - particularly in February and March. On the southern
slopes, especially near the coast, the snow, under the
influence of sun and wind r guickly meIts. The further from
the shore and the higher up the mountains, Èhe deeper and
more even the snow cover. Snow 35-50 cm deep and lying for
2-4 months a year is characteristic of the tiger habitat.
Under such conditions the more so in years when there is no
snow - the tigers spend the winter quite safely, though from
time to time difficult or even critical situations may
develop. For example, in Lazovski reserve in January L977,
when there r^¡as about 70 cm of snow throughout most of the
territory, a distinct redistribution of the tigers Èook
place: the animals were concentrated on the narrow coastal
stretch where there was relatively I ittle snow and where
ungulates s¡ere concentrated as weIl. In the central part of
Sikhote-AIin such movements v¡ere not observed, but on the
whole the importance of the snoh¡ as one of the factor s
limiting the dispersal of the tigers to the north is obvious.

The Sikhote-AIin winter is characterized by infrequent but
heavy snow-faIIs. The tiger then fínds it hard to move and
creates a kind of trench when doing so. Even a thin layer of
snori¡ causes difficulties. Lumps of ice frozen on the soles
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produce bleeding of
found in tracks.
injuries in I870.)

the toes: drops of blood
(N.M. Przhevalski wrote

can often be
abou t the se

2. Relief

Sikhote-AIin is mountain country. It contains a dense
network of rivers and streams. The main watershed is not a
distinct unit, and the mountain ranges and spurs extending
from it point in different directions. The topography of the
seaward slope i s more sharply divided than is the western
slope that is part of the Ussuri basin. The ridges of Èhe
mountain chains are 500-800 m above sea leveI and some
summits are higher than 1000 m. The valleys of the rivers
and streams have flat botÈoms of up to a kilomet,re and more
in breadth. The ridges of the mountain spurs are smooth but
steep slopes predominate. There are not many exposed rocks -
except on the coast where jagged cliffs run almost
uninterruptedly.

N.A. Baikov (L925) Iaid special emphasis on the tiger's
preference for rocky mountain ranges with cliffs, fissures
and caves. Observations made in Sikhote-AIin partly support
this viewpoint. ft is no mere chance, for example, that one
of the few areas inhabited by the tiger in southern Sikhote-
Alin during its steep population decline was the basin of the
Milogradovka r ivêr r the vaIIey of which goes through big
rocky massifs.

3 Vegetation

The mountains in the Far East vüere covered with unbroken
forests before the intensive impact of man upon them. Only
certain sunmits are above the tree 1eve1. The vast forest
belt of the mountains had almost no natural openings. At
present the Sikhote-Alin mountain ranges are forested almost
everywhere, wiÈh secondary growth where logging and fire have
destroyed the pr imary forests.

In northern and southern parts of Sikhote-AIin the
high-altitude zones of vegeÈation take different forms - as
too does manr s impact on the forests. In Sikhote-Alin
reserve on the eastern slope of the mountains, cedar forests
predominate¡ the nearer the sêâ¡ the more they are replaced
by secondary birch and broad-Ieaved forests ¡ oak-woods and
meadows.

The tigers gravitate mainly towards the niddle of the r iver
basins. It is an area of cedar forests but they do not
deliberately avoid the secondary vegetation. We happened to
track their movements in the thinned-out birch woods and open
meadov¡si on the southern slopes of Podnebesni ridge the home
ranges of several tigers are nostly in the secondary forests.
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Above 700-800 m are Èhe coniferous (Abies, Piceg) mountain
forests with vegetation of a subalpine type on several
surnmits. These areas' occupying uP to 30t of Èhe territory
of the reserve, are scarcely ever vis ited by tigers. The
upper part of the basin of the Kolumbe river in the north of
the reserve, where the Abies, Picea taiga is the dominant
vegetation, has no tigers. These facts show the error of the
point of view, sometimes propagated, which states that the
exploitation of t.he forests of Sikhote-A1in made the Amur
ùiger move over to the dark conifer taiga (Abranov' 1970).

In Lazovski rêsêrvê r where conifers are markedly fewer and
where the vegetation is more southern in character the tigers
occur almosÈ everywhere. Long-standing human impact upon the
forests of the southern part of Sikhote-AIin has left very
few communities undamaged. More than half of Lazovski
reserve is covered by (usually) secondary foresÈs where the
Mong olian oak (Quercus mongolica) predominates. These areas
in the south of Sikhote-Alin are a "normal" habitat of the
Amur tiger. Moreover the density of the population in
Lazovski reserve in contrast to Sikhote-Alin reserve is
highest in the coastal area an area where Èhe vegetation
has changed most.

The above holds good for the unprotected territories aIso.
Thusr âccoEding to data obtained in 1977, the density of
tigers in the Olginski administrative region was much higher
than in the Chuguevski region. But 60S of the former is
secondary forest with cedar and broad'leaved Èrees not
exceeding 10 t , while in the latter reg ion cedar and
broad-Ieaved trees occupy 45S and oaks only about 9*. The
number of tigers mainly depends on food resources and
e ffective protection.

There are therefore no grounds for believing that the Amur
tiger can only exist where there are vast areas of "virgin"
taiga. These native forests are of course very valuable
but that is a different matter. The tiger will tolerate
considerable interference with the composition and structure
of the vegetation communities. It is appropriate here to
ref er to R.K. lvtaak's (1861) observations. He of ten came
across tiger tracks in the leaf-bearing groves of the meadows
around Lake Khanka - Iand which later came under the plough
causing the tiger to disappear.
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Illustration 4: A profile diagram il_lustrating the
serectivity of tigers with regard to their movement
in the river valJ-eys of sikhote-Alin. (The thickness
of the black arrows is proportionar to the probability
of choosing a particul_ar route - see text, prg" 2I.)
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5

THE NETWORK OF THE
S TRUCTURE

ROUTES ¡
O F' THE

HOME RANGES
POPULAT ION

AND THE

1. Selectivity Ín the construction of the svstem of
crossings; constant trails

From Èracking tigers in the snow and rnapping their routes hte
have discovered an undoubted regularity in their movements
when noÈ hunting or seeking shelÈer i the animals wiIl often
move for up to ten kilometres at a stretch in a more or less
straight I ine any turns seldon exceeding 30 ' . Tiger
"crossings" are clearly based on the mounlain/river patÈern
of the territory. They usually foIlow one or another Ieading
Iine: the general extension of the river vaIIey, the beds of
the frozen r iver, the foot of the slope ' the ridge of the
mountain chain, the traiI.

The river valleys of central SikhoÈe-AIin contain an example
of the animals I preference for certain routes . In 14 0 km of
tiger tracks in these valleys 43t !{ere along the foot of the
slopes, 35t in flood-Iand forests and 222 on the frozen
riverbeds. The tigers covered two-thirds of the distance
along Ieading Iines - as shown in the diagram (figure 4 - see
page 201 , where the Èhickness of the arroh¡s repr esents this
relation (Matjushkín' 1977l .

But these tentative calculations do not properly reflect the
tigers' real preferences. The point is that the forests of
the flood-Iands and terraces occupy almost the whole valIey
while the river and the Iine of the foot of the slopes are
outlined against this background as narro!ìI r ibbons. The
average breadth of the valleys of this territory is about
400 m - the riverbeds being just 20 m. If the tigersr route
were random - not selected - then they would travel 18 times
as far in the flood-land forests as on the ice of the rivers
or along the fooÈ of the slopes. Quantitative evaluation of
tiger preferences means taking this factor into account -
which means dividing by I8 the distance covered by the
animals in the flood-Iand forests. (The three black arro$¡s
in the diagram, figure 4, reflect the results of this
r ecalculat ion. )

Similar analysis made for tiger habitat in the mountain
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r idges and spurs shor^rs a pref erence f or the routes
Iines of the watersheds. Soneti¡nes the animals do
prefer to travel along the foot of a slope or the
mountain range in a general senser but opt for a
slope or ridge amongst many which are very similar.

along the
not merely
ridge of a
particular

Retracing its own tracks is a Peculiarity typical of the
tiger. One may quite often observe double tracks (one track
laid upon the oÈher) which in many cases are due to defensive
reactions. Tigers happening upon a dangerous place retreat
along their oldn trail¡ it is in this manner that they almost
always leave their prey or their daytime lairs. Double
tracks may stem from hunting manoeuvres. When tigers are in
a confined area for a long tine (for example near large prey)
they form a system of trails which resemble in niniature the
pattern of the network throughout the animalsr home range.

The fact that the tigers possess a system of constant trails
is confirmed by the data of many researchers (Kaplanov,1948¡
Yudakov, L974, Z}:.ivotchenko, J-976¡ Matjushkin, L977). In
winÈer when Èhe snow i s very deep the animals use these
trails so freguently that it becomes difficult to spot fresh
tracks. If there is no snow for several weeks the animals
may still use the trails r but in these conditions they will
tend to break new ground over most of the route. The less
snow there is, the more they are like1y to deviate from the
regular trails.

Research over several successive years shows that the network
is under perpetual reconstruction, âlthough sections of the
regular routes - and the "t igerless" spaces between them
remain unaltered for years. The network junctions are the
favourite hunting areas and daytine Iairs.

2. Lairs

f{hen near their prey the tigers do not look for special
cover: they sinply lie close to the trunks of cedars and
firs - trees through which the sun can penetrate. Their real
lairs are well protected resting places which they usually
approach with a sharp change of direction - sometimes making
complicated manoeuvres known as "Ioopstt.

We observed three such lairs in Sikhote-Alin reserve- The
first was on a stone ledge near the foot of a steep stone
wall. This wa11 rüas a part of the massif of rocks on the
nar rolr r idge of a spur approachable only f rom the s ide . The
Iair rdas about 150 n above the bank of the river. The tiger
would lie on the ledge covered with a thin layer of soil, dry
cedar needles and rotÈing leaves. The Iedge faces
south-west, is well heated by the sun and protected from the
northern winds. Snow is unlikely to penetrate and in summer
the overhanging rock keeps off the rain. The big male
occupant of this lair visited it twice dur ing two winters,
each time by a different route. The animal would have to
have curled up to make use of the bed which measured just 140
x 100 cm.
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A very dífferent lair, regularly visited by a tigress, was
composed of three fallen trees' a cedar and two firs. Tracks
showed that the tigress wriggled into the dip near the foot
of the upturned trunks, two sides of which acted as walls of
the Iair and the third as its roof. In winter the trunks
would be covered with snoïr but the bed remained dry. The
floor covering was composed of wood shavings and dry conifer
needles. The entrance faced south-east.

A fallen poplar with split trunk and a box-like shape made a
third lair. The 'box' - 170 cm long' 130 cm broad and 60 cm
high - contained the bed of another tigress. Lairs similar
to these are very numerous in Sikhote-Alin where the supply
of faIIen trees is practically unlimited. The fact that the
tigers use some of them repeatedly is due pr imar ily to the
stable pattern of movement on the home ranges.

3. Use of territoryi night and day motion; home ranqe

The value of an organized network of routes on the home
ranges is obvious. For the animal can then travel with
minimum expenditure of energy (especially important in
winter)r and quickly find the mountain passes or hunting
areas or likely places for meeting other individuals. A.G.
Yudakov has shown (L97 4) that the route the tiger actually
takes involves less fluctuation of altitude and sno!ü depth
than a line drawn in conformity with the general direction of
the animal.

Cyclic movement within the vast territory ensures uniform
taking of prey, but it is hard to quantify this movement
because tigers can be active in broad daylight as well as at
alI other times. The task is not made easier by their habit
of lying down some 6-8 ti¡nes in every I0 km (Matjushkin,
Yudakov, L974). The duration of their stay in different
lairs is also a problem - especially as that useful aid,
fresh snow, i s very rare in Pr inor j e .

WhiIe the data available are not sufficient to solve these
var ious matters , enough is nor.r¡ known to be able to assert
that. the Amur tigerrs ¡nobiliÈy is exaggerated in much of the
literature. Although scarcity of food nay compel some
animals to cover 80-100 km in 24 hours (Baikov, L925) , under
normal conditions the distance will not be more than L5-20 km.

According to observations made in J-970-72 in Sikhote-Alin
reserve the Èigresses moved within an area of about 200-400
km2 and the male tigers within an area of 800-1000 km2.
These are maximum figures, but yet those given by L.G.
Kaplanov (1946) are 3-4 tines as large. The differences are
accounted for by changes in the density of the population:
fewer Èigers (as at the time of the earlier research) mean a
Iarger home range. This fact is confirmed by contemporary
observations made in Lazovski reserve. Here, the tigers
being more numerous, Èhe size of the females I home range is
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only about 100 km2
I ittle , movement i s

that a tigress with
km for three weeks.

4 Marki beh av

(Zhivotchenko, Lg76). When the cubs are
¡ninimaI. L.G. Kaplanov (I948) noticed
two cubs stayed within an area of 5 x 3

Thehomerangesoftigerwithtiger-ortigresswithtigress
- are crearry separated or overrap only srightry. At the

sametimethemalescovertoaconsiderableextentthehome
rangesofthefemales,inctudingfemaleswithcubs.A.G.
Yudakov (L97 4) Put forward the idea of " family
Èerritoriality" of the Amur tiger when demonstrating that
Èigresses with young move along male Èracks and even use the

remains of their Prey ' ecãording to him monogamy is
characterisÈicoftheAmurtiger'butthedatagatheredby
v.I. zhivotchenko (Lg76) and E.N. Matjushkin (L977) prove

that the males visit the home ranges of ilifferent tigresses'
CharacterisÈic "pIay" speaks in favour of tiger mating
plots of beaten snovt carrying the imprints of Èhe bodies of
the animals surrounded bi toãtty tracks ' Dur ing the mating
period the animals wiIIingIy move on the snovt-covered river
i"". Here within the space of about a hundred metres one may

count more than 10 crossings'

onthe,,familyplot,,of50'000hectareswherev.I.
Zhivotchenko lfgîe) did field research one nale and two adult
femaleslivedinthewinterofLgT3-T4.oneofthetigresses
hadtwogrown-uPcubsrwhileayoungbutindependentanimal
periodically joined the second female' In the winter of
L974.75theyo-ungtigersleftthehomerangeoftheirparents
but three little cubs aPpeared in two ne\iI litters (one cub in
one IiÈÈerr two in the other) '

r

Marking is an irnportant factor in retaining the spacing of a

population. The Amur tiger¡ like the other geographical
forms of the species (schalter, L9671, displays it in two

vrays.Usuallytheanimalsmarktheverticalsurfaces(Èhe
trunks of the treesr the cliffs) with small portions of urine
andprobabtyalsowithasecretionoftheanalglands.on
the soil or in the snow the tigers Ieave distincÈive stripes
of the roosened substraÈe, the so-carred "scrapes". This
behaviour has nothing to do with the covering of excrement?
the ur inary spots and faeces are Ieft on the surface
(Matjushkin, Yudakovr L9741 '

WhenaPproachingthemarkedtreesandcliffstheanimals
always change direction. The trees which attract the tiger I s

attentionhavesomethingspecialaboutthemtheirsize,or
their placing (for examPte, the single fir tree in a group of
leaf-bearing trees), or some specific features (the form of
the trunk, excrescences, etc ) ' The scraPes and scent marks

ontheverticalsurfacesarethemainv'aySof¡narking
territory.ThescratchesontheÈrunksusuallyremainnear
the preY and are seldom renewed'
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The sexes differ in their marking behaviour. According to
A. c. Yudakov (L97 4 ) Èhe scrapes are generally made only by
the males. While there are many observations confirning this
view, the data obtained in different parts of Sikhote-AIin
show thaÈ "scraping" is characteristic also of the females.
The narking intervals are fairly regular but become more
frequent on the smoothest parts of the trails whích are close
to fresh prey and to day lairs. The narks are put mainly
where other tigers are most IikeIy to appear (Yudakov¡ L9741 ,
i. e. on the shared crossings. The belief that their sole
funct.ion i s to delineaÈe the borders of the home ranges is
noÈ yet confirmed. It nay be that for the Amur tiger they
also serve a broad communicative purpose.

5. Sex and age ratios

According to the data obtained in Sikhote-AIin and Lazovski
reserves tigresses form slightly more than one-third of the
ÈotaI population. The count made in I958-59 showed that cubs
then formed somewhaÈ more than 40 t of the population
(Abranov, 1970). LateIy in Lazovski reserve this figure has
been around 38t (Zhivotchenko, L9771.

Every year a certain number of the females haúe no young.
L.c. Kaplanov (1948) wrote of meetings with un-mated
tigressesi in recent years their tracks have been regularly
observed in Sikhote-AIin reserve. ft should be emphasized
that the pattern of reproduction and social relations in the
family groups of the Amur tiger have been littte studied;
future research may discover much more. In particularr the
settled notion of a three-year breeding cycle should be
thoroughly checked.
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Illustration 6z Shel-ter
poplar.

"box" of the tigress at the foot of a big fal-len
Sikhote-Alin reserve, December I97I.
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6

HUNTING, FEEDING AND RELATIONS WITH OTHER PREDATORS

1. Huntinq where and how

The diverse nature of S ikhote-Al in makes for an uneven
distribution of ungulates - whose seasonal movements are
conditioned by the food supply and snow cover. For example,
in winter the sika deer Cervus nippon in Lazovski reserve are
concentrated in the areas wiÈh little snow on the seaward
slopes, buÈ in spring and in the first half of summer they
like the fsubra deer Cervus elaphus xanthopyqus keep to the
bays suitable for dr inking seawater.

The places where ungulates foregather - salt Iicks, for
exanple - are well known to the tigers and are periodically
visited by themr êvêrì in those seasons when there is not much
chance of finding prey there (Zhivotchenko, L977). There are
several favoured hunting areas of this k ind within the home
range of each individual. After a ki11 the tigers do not
return to the site for some 7-10 days - or even Ionger. If
repeated visits prove unsuccessful the areas in question are
gradually "dropped". vthile constant change of hunting area
deflects the tigers from their rrstandard" routes, successful
hunts consol idate these deviat ions. I f the d istr ibut ion of
the prey turns out to be unifor¡n on a vast territory - which
is the case for the fsubra deer in the central part of
Sikhote-Alin then the hunÈing areas wiIl also be uniformly
distributed.

The tigers hunt both in the river valleys and in the mountain
taíga of the watersheds. The movement of the attacking
predators varies greatly. As mentioned already, in the
valleys they prefer to move along the foot of the slopes
while the fsubra deer browse in the river-bed forests. In
Sikhote-Alin reseËvê¡ out of 10 hunting incidenÈs observed in
this k ind of forest, only once did the tiger approach the
prey from the frozen r iver bed. In the valleys the tigers
cunningly use the contours of the land as camouflage. Isubra
deer often lie down in the hollows on the sides of small
slopes¡ the predaÈors approach imperceptibly from behind the
upper rim of these dips. fn the watershed the hunting trails
are mostly on the ridges, but the anÍmals also hunt on the
slopes with the prey boÈh above and below them.

Stalking begins only with the discovery of the prey itself;
the prey's tracks do not spark this reaction. Approaches to
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the victim pursue a zigzag course but without complex loops.
Then comes the charge.- a sharp change of pace and a series
of bounds. Attacks are seldom launched from behind a thick
tree r cliff or other shelter i nor from the lairs. ReaI
ambushes in which the predator predeterrnines the movement of
the prey and manoeuvres accordíngly have been noted only
occasionally.

As a rule the Èiger does not attack
30 m f rom it - more of ten I0-15 rn.
when the snortt is not deep is 2.5
down hi11. Longer bounds claimed
clearly an exaggeration.

prey until less than
Iength of the bounds
m-maybeupto5n
the literature are

its
The
3.5
in

Ílhere the attacks are not successful the tiger will make
40-60 bounds but seldom carr ies on the pursuit for more than
150 m. (And there is only one record in Sikhote-Alin reserve
of Isubra deer being caught after being chased for 100 ¡n).
Thereafter it will often immediately lie down, but attacks
may sometines be repeated at intervals of about I km or less.

Around 30 3 of attacks on fsubra deer in S ikhote-41 in reserve
rr¡ere successf uI - in Lazovski reserve 208. In other words
the predators succeed only once in every 3-5 attacks. They
catch prey wiÈh their paws in the region of the hind quarters
but are sometimes pulled along by i t - as shown by
distinctive tracks. In cattle attacked but not kilIed by
young tigers one may often see deep scars on the hind
quarters.

The prey is killed by Èhe tigersr fangs, striking at the big
blood-vessels in the back of the head and neck. The jugular
vertebrae are often splintered, the trachea is usually
broken. The prey is seldom eaten where it is kiIled. The
tiger dr ags it to a more secluded spot - the shelÈer of a
fallen tree or of conifers or the lair of a wild pig Sus
scrofa. The slain prey usually leaves a broad and almosÈ
bloodless furrow, running next to the track of the tiger -
which returns to the carcass many days later and drags it to
a ne\^¡ place. In all the tiger will drag its prey for some
40 rr¡ but occasionally for more than half a kilo¡netre
(Matjushkin, Yudakov, l-974).

2. Feedinq habits

The muscles of the hind part of the t,runk and legs, and a
portion of the inÈestines are eaten first. Tigers spend
anyÈhing from several hour s to 5-7 days or even longer near
the carcass (Yudakov, L973i our data) and are able to eat a
great deal of meat at one "sittingu (4.G. Yudakov I973)
described how a male ti9êÍ r wiÈhout changing its position,
ate up every morsel of a slain roe-deer Capreolus capreolus.
According to some observations a Iarge tiger may eat up to 50
kg of meat per night; but t,hese data should be checked.

Tigers hardly ever stay near their prey ti11
fully consumed¡ they leave behind 20* - 7Ot of

the
the

Iatter
weight
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Illustration 7
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The tigers regularly hunt on the animal salt licks.
male Isubra deer on the Boshoi kaplanovski sal_t lick
Sikhote-Alin reserve, May 1966.
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Illustration 8: The remains of a co\^r killed by a tiger.
region, September I976.
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the carcass. The remains are sometimes returned to and eaten
by the "o1ûneES,,r but are usually devoured by scavengers. In
Lazovski reserve 28 cases of a male Èiger eating its prey
vüere observed t in 15 cases it spent a day and a night near
the prey, in 9 cases two days and nights' and in 4 cases 3-4
days and nights. In 75t of the cases the remains of the
male I s prey vtere consumed by tigresses ' including those with
cubs. In 3 out of 28 cases the remains of the male's Prey
\¡fere eaten only by a cub. It is known that males do visit
the prey of tigresses but this is uncommon. Tigresses and
young will spend 3-7 days and nights near their slain Prey.
Intervals between killÍngs fluctuate from several hours to 11
days. A solitary Èigress in L2 days kiIIed 4 wild Pigs (a
female and 3 young), one young Isubra deer and one roe-deeri
a male in 40 days killed 3 Isubra deer (a stag, a hindr and a

calf), one wild pig and three young (Yudakov, 1973). From
these data this author concluded that an adult tiger catches
at IeasE 7O-75 individual prey each year. On the other hand
L.c. Kaptanov (I948) was of the opinion that an adult tiger
annually eats about 30 animals Ideighing 100 kg each. The
fact that young ungulates often form a high portion of the
catch may account for Èhe discrepancy.

3 Composition of þrev

In the southern Soviet Far East where many species of
ungutates are found and sometimes in greaÈ quanÈity - the
tiger is well provided for (Table II - see page 421. In
cenÈral Sikhote-Atin tigers sometimes hunt the moose Alces
alces and the musk deer MoEchus moschiferusi the sika deer is
i"Eãã=ivety hunted only in the south of the area (where iÈ
has been preserved). WiId piS and Isubra deer form the
tiger's main diet.. Contrary to the widely held view that Èhe
number of tigers is closely related to the number of wild
pigs, the available daÈa testify to the fact Èhat the hunting
,,interests" of the tiger may easily switch to Isubra deer oEr
if possible, to the sika deer. Isubra deer is mainly
responsible for the stable grouping of tigers in Sikhote-Alin
reserve during the last decades. lfhen wild Pigs left this
region during a scarcity of cedar and pine cones the tigers
did not foIlow indeed they often preferred to pursue Isubra
deer even in the places inhabited by wild pigs (Gromovr
Matj uschk in r L97 4l .

The tigers may become habituated to rarer food. For example'
in Lazovski reserve some persistently hunt goral Nemgrhaedus
goral which inhabit a narrovt strip of the rocky seaside
(Zhivotchenko, L9761 . The animals that once Iived in the
Iow-Iying land around Lake Khanka hunted mainly sika deer and
(especially) roe deer (Maak' 1861).

The fact that Arnur tigers are very tolerant in theír choice
of prey is of great inportance when deciding on conservation
measures for the spec ies. Man-made changes in the
cedar/broad-leaved foresÈs greatty affect populations of the
wild pig (Bromley¡ L964) which ís also very sensitive to
excessive hunting. The "cedar-wild pi9-tí9er" chain is very
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vulnerable. Ho\,vever the populations of Isubra deer and
deer in Èhese secondary. forests are not reduced - and
increase where hunting is properly managed.

roe
even

Bears are also regularly taken by the tigers. The black bear
Ursus thibetanus is less ofÈen a victim because it can cIi¡nb
trees. That is probably why in the souÈhern part of the area

where the brown bear Ursus argtos is very rare - bears form
scarcely any part of the tigerrs diet. Nevertheless 2 of. the
5 cases mentioned in TabIe I I ( Sikhote-AI in reserve) refer to
black bears.

Brordn bears may be taken in their dens in winter. In the
per iod L952-59 more than 15 cases \dere recorded in central
Sikhote-41ín (Bromley, f965). L.c. Kaplanov (1948) observed
one such incident: "Coming to the mountain range the tigress
turned 90 " Ieft and in short stalking steps approached the
cedar 50 m away that had a den beneath it. The den ldas
smalIr the entrance facing north. Probably the Èigress then
dug a hole on the southern side of the den Èo fr ighten Èhe
female bear, jumping in turns at the entrance or aÈ the newly
dug hole until with a strike of its pah' it caught the bear by
Èhe foreleg, pulled it outside and severed the j ugular
vertebrae near the back of the head. The skin on the sole
and toes of one of the forelegs was r ipped back. The
yearling cubs weighing 30 kg each !üere strangled in the den,
splashing the waIls and the roof with b1ood... " (pp. 26-27) .
The interrelations between the tiger and the brown bear are
not simply those of "predator-prey". The bears often consume
the t,iger s I left-overs and even deliberately track the
animals. Authentic cases of young tigers perishing in fights
with the large brown bears are known (Heptrìêr¡ SIudski, L972).

The type of prey taken by the tigers varies not only with the
region but also with Èhe season. In Lazovski reserve most of
Èhe sika deer are taken in winÈer and early spring when they
are concentrated on the less snowy slopes, and then again in
the first half of summer (Table III - see page 43) when they
feed on the salt near the bays. The tigers persistently
chase Isubra deer in spring and early summer on the salt
licks. I¡tiId pigs predominate in the Èigers' winter and
autumn catch when there are seasonal concentrations of Èhese
animals in the areas abundant in food. One might expect that
the autumn "beIlowing" of both spec ies of deer would alert
hungry tigers and lead to a seasonal increase in their
killing of deer - especially in view of the belief that
bellowing stags attract tigers (Arsenjev, L949 et a1. ) . The
data available give no grounds for such a conclusion.

4. Prey preferences

In those areas of Lazovski reserve where there are no (or
very few) sika deer but equal numbers of Isubra deer and wild
pig, the tiger feeds chiefly on the former in spring and
summer and chiefly on the latter (when "supplies" are
sufficient) in autumn and winter. It appears that
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availability governs the frequency wit.h which different prey
species are taken. The belief that tigers hunt "selectively"
remains unproved.

FurÈher research should be done on the differences in sex and
age of prey. According to A.G. Yudakov (L973) young pigs
make up 80t of the wild pigs k i11ed. In Lazovski reserve
less than I8t of the sika deer kiIled are adult bulls
slightly below their 20t share of the ÈotaI popuÌation
(Bronley, L956); females and young are the chief victims.
Recent research in Sikhote-AIin reserve showed that 10 out of
32 Isubra deer taken were adult stags - slightly more than
Èheir share in the population according to L.G. Kaplanov
(Ie48) .

5. Attacks on domestic animals

The secondary settling of tigers in almost all the forested
territory of Primorje and simulÈaneous reduction of the
ungulate populaÈion by human impact in a number of regions,
caused a sharp increase in attacks on domestic animals as the
following f igures show: 1920-60, 162 aÈtacks recorded in the
area ì L9 61-65, 100 attacks recorded ì L966-7 0 386 attacks
recorded (Yudakov, Nikolaev, 1973). The number of such
attacks is directly related to the degree of economic
development of the area. In the surroundings of Sikhote-A1in
reserve they are rare i on the border s of Lazovsk i reserve
they happen constantly. In the latter r eg ion some t igers
even specialize in this form of prey (Zhivotchenko, L9761
because the density of the domestic animals is comparable
here with that of the wild ungulates.

Cows are the principal victims but horses are also quite
often taken. Some observations suggest that when they have a
choice the tigers prefer horses. Dogs are also chased
persistently. For example, in L970 in Lazovski reserve 3

dogs were killed in the forest posÈs and 7 in the village of
Kievka ( Zhívotchenkor 1977) .

6. CompeÈiÈors and scavengers

In Sikhote-Alin only the wolf Canis lupus is - or may be - a
serious competitor of the tiger. It is often said in the
literaÈure that as soon as the tiger appears in an area the
wolf disappears. The tigerrs persistent pursuit of dogs
suggest that it would also chase r^¡o1ves but there is scant
evidence to support the view that tigers exÈerminate wolves.
In Lazovski reserve in the winter of 1974-75 only one case
was recorded of a tiger killing a wolf - and that one had
been wounded by a hunter. Furthermore the tiger did not eat
ir.
In recent decades in Síkhote-Alin reserve the wolves, like
the tigers, have mainly hunted Isubra deer - a real overlap
of hunting "interestsr'. The growth of the tiger population
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since I966 has not caused a reduction in wolf tracks. But
the wolf distribution has changed: the main wolf centre
has moved over from the basins of the rivers of the eastern
slopes - which are nor¡Í inhabited by the tigers to the
western slopes and the basin of the Kolumbe r iver where
tigers are almost non-existent. Nevertheless the routes of
these predators often overlap and there is someÈimes a very
close "Ínterlacing" of the hunting areas. Wolves may even
appear near the remains of a tiger's prey (Gromov,
Matjushkin' L974).

In Lazovski reserve the wo1f, which hardly occurred there
before 1905, became common around L926 when the tiger was
practically exterminated. Wolves were especially numerous
Èhere during the war and immediately afterwards. At. that
time and up to t.he beginning of the 19 60s leopards vrere also
more common (Zhivotchenko' L9771.

When the tigers settled again wiÈhin the reserve the wolves
became appreciably fewer, concentrating in areas seldon
visited by tigers. The tigers novÍ replaced wolves as the
main influence on the populations of sika deer (TabIe IV
see page 44). One predaÈor was replaced by another. At the
same ti¡ne cases of tige r /wolf propinquity $rere recorded in
the south of Primorje as elsewhere.

During the 7-10 days and more which it takes tigers to devour
their prey, different scavengers have access to the remains.
Anong the birds it is the raven Corvus corax and the jungle
croÌ¡t Corvus ma crorhyncos that are most inportant, among
mammals the Siberian weasel Mustela sibir ica and the fox
(Vulpes vulpes). The "secondary consumers" are very diverse

consisting, where opportunity offers, of almost all
meat-eating predators. Apart from the species just
nentioned, wolf, brown bear, black bear, yellow-throated
marten Martes flaviqula lynx r and many birds including j ay
Garrulus g_landarius and nutcracker Nucifraga caryocatacfes
will feed on the tiger I s left-overs (Matjushkinr L97 4l . In
February L977 in Sikhote-Alin reserve wild pigs v¡ere observed
eating the remains of a male Isubra deer which a t iger had
killed and which the pigs had to diS out of the sno$r.
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7

THE TIGER AND MAN: CONSERVATION PERSPECTIVES

1. l"tan-made chan es in the habitat and their eff c t on the
9 iger s

The reaction of the tiger to man-made changes in the habitat
has been partly reviewed already. The animalrs adaptability
is great, but surely not boundless. The intensificaÈion of
felling, the development of agriculture in the valleys of
Sikhote-Alin, the extraction of minerals in the mountains
all these things mean a considerable shr inkage of Èhe areas
suitable for tigers. And when the number of ungulates is
also reduced, tigers wiIl attack cattle more frequently - an
added problem for the conservationisÈ. Paradoxically it is
the tiger's ability to adapt to the impact of man which
aggravates the situation.

The trails in the taiga regularly used by people serve as
routes for the tiger. But along and close to the highways
going through the taiga there are fewer ungulates r so
discouraging the presence of tigers. Nevertheless tigers
often approach and cross the highways r and wiII sometimes
even move along them for hundreds of metres. There have been
many meetings wiÈh tigers on the highways when the observers
v¡ere in cars or on tractors or motorcycles. The animals
appear undisturbed by the construcÈion of these narrohr
highways or by the noise of engines; where they have left
their habitual places the reason is shortage of ungulates.

Tigers calnly pass quite close to the huts periodically
visited by people in the taigar ând approach solitary
dwellings in the forest. The settlements and the
agricultural areas surrounding them cause different reactions
in the tiger depending on the degree of development. For
example, in the region of SikhoÈe-Alin reserve where the
populated areas are fairly distant from each other tigers
seldom visiÈ this habitat while in the more populous region
of Lazovsk i reserve they are quite common. In L973-7 4 a
young tiger regularly hunted dogs in the outskirÈs of the
village of Kievka - even moving between the different houses.
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2. The t iqe rrs reaction to direct contact wi th man

Direct conÈact with People usually causes the tiger s to
retreat, even if this means Ieaving a freshly killed Preyi
af ter1rards they someti¡nes track the man (Kutcherenko t L97O¡
Matjushkin, L97 4l . The animals are seldon visible, even if
they are very close. In the Period l-973-76 the tracks of
tigers in Sikhote-AIin reserve !dere observed 545 timesr buÈ
the animals themselves only 2L times - and in I9 of these
cases they disclosed their Presence by roaring. With the
growth in the number of tigers, especially in the south of
Pr imorski, more and more people have seen the animals. In
such situations the tigers pretend not to see the peoPle
remaining where they are or retreating only slowly. Even
shooting into the air does not panic then.

The way tigers behave when tracking People unnoticed may be
illustrated by an examPle. On a February evening ín
Sikhote-Al in reserve one of the authors of this paper and a

fellow traveller were walking back to their isolated hut. In
the morning we found the tracks of a big male tiger imprinted
upon our own. A close study of the tigerrs Èracks revealed
the fotlowing seguence of events. The tiger entered "our"
valley at a Point two kilometres from Èhe huÈ and moved along
the bank of a narro!Í mountain river - an o1d traÍI through a

thick fir forest. Thêrer well hidden but with a good view of
the r iver, it tay down. Not for long though ¡ the bed $tas
hardly melted. The front paws of the animal were stretched
towards the river, its attention drawn by something going on
there, probably people vüere walking on the ice.

Leaving its bed the tiger descended on to the ice of the
river and came to our trail. It followed us for about 300 m,

then turned aside and lay down. But almost immediaÈely it
rose (the snohr under the tiger was noÈ melted at aIl) and
reÈraced its (and our) tracks before crossing the river to
the elm and poplar forest on the opPosÍte bank. (The
movements of the tiger are shown in Figure 5.)

Even in critical situations tigers do not attack man. In the
winter of 197 4-75 a forester from Lazovski reseEVê ¡ V. I.
Schevchenko r wâs $tatking along the seashore when r after
turning into a small bay, he suddenly came across a tíger
which !üas devouring the remains of a sika deer frozen into
the ice. The animat had two possible escaPe routess along
the shore ' but the forester was standing there - or up a

narrow ravine, but a steepr 6 m high icy ledge blocked Èhe
hray. The forester fired a Pistol into the aír, and the tiger
junped on to the leclge but slipped off. He fired again
with the same result. Only at the third attempt did the
animal manage to overcome the obstacle. It turned out that
it $ras a big male tiger and that in jumping on the icy ledge
i t had wounded i ts Pavt.

Tigers seldom charge peoPles $re know of only
rn Lazovski reserve a tiger charged a group
men and a child but before reaching them it

one such case.
of three adult
turned sharply
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and disappeared. single instances of tigers openly and
persistently pursuing a man are recorded but there were no

attacks. In the evening of 29 May L977 a forester from
Sikhote-AIin reserVêr V.A. Solomatinr came upon a tiger while
walking on the traiI. He teft the Èrail to let the tiger
pass. But the aninal, instead of staying on the traiI, hid
behind the trees and shrubs and continued to cone towards
him. Slowly he retreated, the Èiger following, the distance
between then being 7. 9 m. In desperation he climbed a tree'
but the tiger came close uP to it and lay down. lfhen
shouting failed to fr ighten the aninal he threw down a

burning Paper and the foresÈ began to smoulder. OnIy Èhen
did the tiger, though still not irnmediately' rise and slowly
disappear into the shrubbery. the man climbed down and went
quickly towards a house that was not far away. The tiger,
ho*"t.r, still Pursued him - from time to tine coning into
view but not again aPproaching so closely.

For people in the south of the Soviet Far East meeting tigers
has become quite a common experience - esPecially in recent
years. It would be no exaggeration to say that on averagêr
each animat finds itself close Èo People at least 10 times a

year (the people of course, are usually unalÙare of the
tiger, s presence) . Probably this figure is too 1ow, because
in the south of the area some tiger s run into people
constanÈly.

But while this means that for people living in Prinorje
potentially dangerous meetings occur thousands of times a

year, f.ot more than half a century there have been no
recorded cases of tigers atÈacking people there except when
provoked. All the same there is always the remote chance of
tragedy - as confirmed by an incidenÈ on 18 February L976.
on the road near the village of Lazo a tiger ki1led a

tractor-driver' who lvas near his tractor¡ and ate part of the
body (Zhivotchenko, 1977) .

3. The conservat ion outlook

This incident along with the increase in attacks by tigers on
domestic animals points to the fact that in southern Primorje
the siÈuation is novf similar to that of the early period of
settlement in the Ussur i area - as !ve can teIl from the
descriptions of N.!{. Przhevalski (1870). N.A. Baikov (1925)
reported a number of incidents of tigers atÈacking people in
the adjacent parts of China where it became necessary to
eliminate those which preyed on man or on domestic animals.
Such action is important not just because it removes
dangerous animals, but also because the animals do
ilI-service to the cause of tiger conservation.

Poaching still presents a problem. Many tigers have perished
in the taiga through accidentally encounter ing armed People.
(Furthermore these encounters are quite likeIy to result in
dangerous, wounded animals. The poachers often do not even
try to establish the results of their shots.) According to
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the data published by A.G. Yudakov and I.G. Nikolaev (1973)
7O Èiger killings !üere recorded in the period 1965-70.
Though the present populaÈion is sufficient to withstand
th i s , poaching needs to be brought under control. An
effective measure may be periodic bans on the capture of cubs

fulty controtled by the official hunting bodies. It ís
noteworthy that in the 40-year per iod I9 20-60 the number of
cubs taken was almost equal to the number of tigers killed;
only in recent decades has the "cub-caÈch" declined (Yudakov,
Nikolâêvr 1973). The enlargement of the main tiger reserves
so as to ensure that the local populations of tigers stay
within these boundaries remains a burning issue.

To sum up, Ì^re conclude that the Present status of the Amur
tiger gives grounds for opti¡nism - though this certainly does
not mean that alt difficulties have been surrnounted or that
the Èiger is wholly secure. There is always the possibility
of a sudden and sharp drop in numbers as occurred in
Sikhote-Atin reserve in 1963-65. And though economic
development of the mountain and forest landscapes of
S ikhote-AIin may not in itself be harnful to the tiger, it
must be of a k ind which does not reduce the wild ungulate
population. This will not be easY.

Regional differences in the status of the tiger are inportant
too. There has been no appreciable growth in numbers near
the northern boundaries of its range, while in some places
irreversibte reductions of the range have occurred. fn the
northern part of the region attention should be fuIly
directed towards the strengthening of conservation measures 'but Ín the southern part these measures wiIl have to go hand
in hand with regulating the population - eliminating
individuals in certain places. Obviously any measures taken
must be scienÈificaIIy based.
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rrl-ustration 9: The night tracks of a tigress in the thin Iayer of snow
covering the ice of a stream. Sj-khote-Alin Reserve,
December L97O.
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Illustration I0: Amur tiger (Panthera ti-gris altaica)
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TABLES

TABLE I

ANNUAL OCCURRENCE OF TIGER TRACKS ON THE TERRITORY OF
SIKHOTE-ALIN AND LAZOVSKT RESERVES

r961 L962 1963 L964 I965 L966 L967Reserve

Sikhote-AIín

La zovs k i

Re se rve

Sikhote-Alin

Lazovski

I3 1 1 3

4 26 24 33

13

36

92

564

1968 1969 1970 197r L972 L973 L97 4 r97 5

60 95 66 82 114 100 141 r72

4s 130 170 7L L27 98 L2s 180
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TABLE II

DIET OF THE AI{UR TIGER

The whole of
Primorj e,
L957 -59
(Abramov, 1962)

Lazovski reserve
L973-7 7

( Zhivotchenko )

Central Sikhote-
Alin; \n/estern
slopes L97O-72
(Yudakov, 1973)

Sikhote-Alin
reserve 1936-48
( Schamikin,
Abramovrs data,
L962)

Sikhote-Alin
reserve L962-62
( Gromov,
Matjushkin, 1974)

COMPOSITION

Sus scrofa
Cervus elaphus xanthopygus
Cervus nip¡nn
Capreolus capreolus
Moschus mosehiferus
Alees alees
Nemorhaedus caudatus
Ursus thibeÈanus
Ursus arctos
Bears of undetermined species
Canis domesticus
Nyctereutes procyonoides'i
Meles meles
Lynx lynx
Lepus brachyurus
Erinaceus europaeus
Tetrastes bonasia

T2

20
2

I
I
I

2

I

30

50
5

2.5
2.5
2.5

31. 4

32. I
17.9
5.6

I
35.7
22. L

Number I Number

90 129)

92 (3e)
5r (22)

16 (7)

I
le (12)

2 (2)
2(r)

2(t)
2(2)
3(3)

Number

I

3

Numberg_ Number !_ t

18 (18)

10 (10)
2L

13

48.7
27

10.8
2.7

11

23

(4)
(20)

2 7.5
57.5

( 1) 2.5

4(41
r(r)

2

2 (2) 52

8

6

5

2

1

2

1

3.4
13. 6

IO. I

I

cl
sl

I

6(r) 3

5

2.5

0.3
6.6
0.6
0.6

5.4
5.4

4

I.7

5.1

I5

2)

2)

5

2

0.6
0.6
I

TotaI 40 100 286(rr9) 100 37 (371 100 59 100 40 (27) 100

Note.' the number of actual remains of prey found out of t,he total data is in bracketsi the difference represents
occurrence of the prey species in droppings.



TABLE III

SEASONAL KILL OF UNGULATES BY TIGERS IN LAZOVSKI RESERVE AND CONTIGUOUS TERRITORIES (L973 - L975)

Spring Summer Autumn trrIínter

UNGI]LATES No, % No, "l¿j No, L No. Z- TSTAL

Cervus nip¡nn

Cervus elaphus xanthopygus

Sus scrofa

Capreolus capreolus

TOTAL

8.3

16.7

100 T2 100

6 26 I

7

I

4

9

3

3

6

I

2

25

50

5.8

23.3

52.3

L7 .6

13

1

27.6

24.2

44.8

3.4

18

30

81

I

È
r,
I

56.5

4 L7.5

13

23

27

6

I7 100 29 r00



PERIOD I4IOLVES

19 36-38 15 (60r)

TIGERS

TABLE IV

DEATHS OF SIKA DEER CAUSED BY PREDATORS IN LAZOVSKI RESERVE

LYNX DOGS OTIIER

REASONS

SPECIES NOT

DETERMINED

4 (16r) 6 (242',)

TOTAL SOURCE

25 Vendland, 1938¡ Brom1ey,
19s6
Bromley, 1956L944-48 39 (86.5r) 2 (4.5t) 2 (4.sT^',l 2 (4.52) 45

1958-69 42 (20.6t) 20 (9.8t) 20 (9.83) 5 (2.481 49 (24.22) 67 (33.2t) 203 Prisjazhnjuk, 1970

L973-7 5 2 (8r) 17 (688) 6 (24*l 25 Authorsr data

I
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ri¡
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SC IENTIFIC NA¡4ES OF THE ANIMA LS

AIces alces cameloides Milne-Edwards' 1867

Canis lupus tschiliensis Matschie ' 1907

Capreolus capreolus bedfordi Thomas' 1908

Cervus elaphus xanthopygus MiIne-Edwards' I867

Cervus nippon hortulorum Swinhoe' 1864

corvus corax kamtschaticus Dybowski' 1882

Corvus levaillantii mandschuricus Buturlin' l9I3

Lynx Iynx stroganovi Heptner' 1969

Garrulus glandarius brandtii Eversmann I L842

MarÈes flavigula aterrima PalIas, 18II

Moschus moschiferus parvipes HoII' 19II

Mustela sibirica mandschurica Brass, 1911

Nemorhaedus goral caudatus Milne-Edwardsr L867

Nucifraga caryocatactes macrorhynchos Brehm' L823

Panthera pardus or ientalis SchIegeI ' 1857

Sus scrofa ussuricus Heuder 1888

Ursus arctos Iasiotus GraY ' L867

Ursus thibetanus ussuricus Heude, 1901

Vulpes vulPes daurica Ognev, l93I

moose

wo 1f

roe deer

Isubra deer
or
Manchur ian
wapiti

sika deer

r aven

j ungle crovt

lynx

jav

yellow-
throated
marten

musk-deer

Siberian
weas e I

goral

nutcracker

leopard

wild pig

brown bear

As iat ic
black bear

45

red fox
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